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Radially Localized Measurements of Superthermal Electrons
Using Oblique Electron Cyclotron Emission

S. Preische, P. C. Efthimion, S. M. Kaye

It is shown that radial localization of optically thin Electron Cyclotron Emission from
superthermal electrons can be imposed by observation of emission upshifted fromthe
thermal cyclotron resonance in the horizontal midplane of a tokamak. Anew and unique
diagnostic has been proposed and operated to make radially localized measurements of
superthermal electrons during Lower Hybrid Current Drive on the PBX-M tokamak. The
superthermal electron density profile as well as moments of the electron energy distribution
as a function of radius are measured during Lower Hybrid Current Drive. The time
evolution of these measurements after the Lower Hybrid power is turned off are given and
the observed behavior reflects the collisional isotropization of the energy distribution and
radial diffusion of the spatial profile.
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Abstract

It is shown that radial localization of optically thin Electron Cyclotron Emission from

superthermal electrons can be imposed by observation of emission upshif ted from the thermal

cyclotron resonance in the horizontal midplane of a tokamak. A new and unique diagnostic

has been proposed and operated to make radially localized measurements of superthermal

electrons during Lower Hybrid Current Drive on the PBX-M tokamak. The superthermal

electron density profile as well as moments of the electron energy distribution as a function

of radius are measured during Lower Hybrid Current Drive. The time evolution of these

measurements after the Lower Hybrid power is turned off are given and the observed be-

havior reflects the collisional isotropization of the energy distribution and radial diffusion

of the spatial profile.
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I. Introduction

The route to advanced tokamak operations which is presently envisioned relies on con-

trol of the current density profile across the tokamak minor radius by non-inductive means,

as well as control of the pressure profile.1'2 Since macroscopic control of the current pro-

file depends on the detailed behavior of the electron distribution function, and especially

a superthermal population produced by non-inductive current drive, measurements of the

radial behavior of the current-carrying part of this distribution, as well as its energy con-

tent are of interest. In this work a new diagnostic method is developed, both theoretically

and experimentally on the PBX-M tokamak, to make such spatially localized measure-

ments of the fast electron distribution. It is found that radially localized emission from

superthermal electrons may be obtained by an oblique view of Electron Cyclotron Emis-

sion (ECE) upshifted from a low harmonic of the local electron cyclotron frequency in the

horizontal midplane of the tokamak. Experiments have been previously performed using

the electron cyclotron resonance to measure properties of the superthermal distribution,3"7

however they have been unable to make spatially localized measurements. Spatial local-

ization of upshifted emission is imposed in this work by the region of parameter space

(frequency, magnetic field, and observation angle) in which the electron cyclotron reson-

ance can be fulfilled. The sensitivity of the ECE resonance condition to changes in this

parameter space allows probing of the distribution function in energy and physical space,

and thus radially localized measurements of energy parameters of the distribution as well

as measurement of the superthermal density profile.

In Section II the technique of radial localization by Oblique ECE is presented and a

model for oblique emission is given. The diagnostic arrangement on PBX-M is discussed

in Section HI. Section IV presents measurements made with the Oblique Electron Cyclo-

tron Emission diagnostic and their analysis to obtain radially localized moments of the

superthermal electron distribution. Conclusions and further applications of this technique

are presented in in Section V.

II. Oblique Electron Cyclotron Emission

While a non-relativistic thermal plasma radiates ECE at harmonics of the local cyclo-

tron frequency, an energetic population of electrons present in a plasma will radiate en-

ergy in a range of frequencies around these harmonics according to the relativistic electron



cyclotron resonance condition. The resonance condition is given by

I — II II ~~" 5 \" /̂

where

""° N 2 - l > 0 , (2)

7 is the relativistic factor, the normalized momentum U|| = p\\/mc so that -y2 = 1 + u2, m

is the harmonic number, Oce is the local electron cyclotron frequency given by the electron

rest mass, and w is the resonant frequency. The condition given by Eqn. 2 is the necessary

condition for real solutions to the dispersion relation; that is, there is no electron cyclotron

emission (or absorption) in a region of parameter space (frequency, magnetic field, and

observation angle) where Eqn. 2 is not fulfilled.

Many other experiments which use electron cyclotron emission/absorption to measure

properties of superthermal electrons use a perpendicular view (n|| = 0).3'4'7 In this case,

Eqn. 2 states that only downshifted emission may be observed, making it difficult to set

spatial limits on the region of emission. Transmission experiments are performed at a fi-

nite angle to the magnetic field,5-6 however these experiments also use an interaction at

frequencies which are downshifted from the electron cyclotron frequency and thus cannot

achieve radial localization. It is the use of upshifted emission which allows radial localiz-

ation in the present case.

An outer radial limit on the spatial region in which observed ECE can originate can be

set using Eqn. 2. When ECE is viewed in the mid-plane from the outside of the torus at an

oblique angle to the magnetic field, emission which is upshifted from a low harmonic of

the local electron cyclotron frequency can be observed. Equation 2 determines the outer

radial limit of this upshifted emission, as illustrated by the upper right shaded region for

second harmonic emission in Fig. 1 for typical PBX-M parameters. As this condition is

dependent on the local electron cyclotron frequency, the spatial limit which it sets varies

with frequency. Note that the region in which Eqn. 2 is not satisfied is not a region inac-

cessible to the wave; radiation can propagate through this region but cannot originate in

it.

An inner radial limit on the spatial region of the observed emission may be achieved

in two different ways. When emission is observed upshifted from an optically thick har-

monic, such as second harmonic extraordinary-mode (X-mode), the thermal layer sets an

inner radial limit on the spatial region of emission. Any emission originating inside the

thermal layer (R < R(LO = m£lce)) would be reabsorbed by thermal electrons. Thus the

observed emission is a combination of emission from thermal electrons and superthermal



electrons. As the thermal emission would be known from any electron temperature profile

measurement, the emission above the thermal level must be due to superthermal electrons

in the radial region between the thermal layer and the location given by Eqn. 2. The ra-

dial region thus determined by a view in the mid-plane would vary with frequency due to

the variation in the radial location of the cyclotron frequency. Thus a scan in frequency

provides a scan in radius of the. emission from superthermal electrons. This method relies

on the thermal layer being optically thick.

A second means of setting an inner radial limit on emission can be used under toka-

mak operating conditions where ujpe ~ Q,ce. In such a case, second harmonic X-mode

radiation from thermal electrons can be cut-off by the right-hand cutoff frequency. In this

scenario, which is the typical operating regime of PBX-M and other high-/? experiments,

the right hand cut-off can be used to refract the emitted radiation. The turning point of a

ray, determined by the right-hand cutoff

sets an inner radial limit on the spatial region from which emission at a particular frequency

can originate. As the right-hand cut-off is dependent on the local electron density, different

frequencies probe different spatial regions of the plasma. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

asymmetric shape of the cutoff as a function of radius is due to the fact that the index of

refraction changes from n|| = .54 at the outer edge to n\\ = .78 on the inside for the chosen

viewing angle. Emission at frequencies in the range 65 - 90 GHz is shown to be radially

localized under the given plasma conditions.

The viewing scenario in PBX-M for emission upshifted from the second harmonic of

the electron cyclotron frequency is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a viewing angle of 57° with re-

spect to the toroidal direction. Shown in Fig. 2(b) is the emission in second harmonic as

a function of minor radius at 80 GHz, assuming a radially constant distribution of super-

thermal electrons. Figure 2(b) illustrates the radial localization of the emission between

the turning point of the ray, determined by Eqn. 3, and the outer limit imposed by Eqn. 2.

Emission at this viewing angle is also enhanced because of the forward peaking of emis-

sion from mildly relativistic electrons.

In addition to radial localization, changes in the parameters of the resonance condition

(Eqn. 1) can be used to vary the region of energy space which is observed. Figure 3 il-

lustrates possible resonance curves in energy space. It is seen that a change in the ratio

zz^fs- produces a significant change in the resonant perpendicular energies, while a change

in the viewing angle (n\\), which necessitates a change in the ratio ^ ^ to fulfill Eqn. 2,

i
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Figure 1: Accessibility diagram in the midplane for PBX-M parameters under the
plasma conditions neo = 3.3 x 1013 cm'3 , BTo = 1.3T, and viewing angle = 57° with
respect to the toroidal direction. Emission cannot originate in the shaded regions.
Upshifted second harmonic emission in the range 65 - 90 GHz is spatially localized
between the right-hand cutoff and the condition imposed by Eqn. 2.
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Figure 2: (a) Toroidal view of observation ray path, neo = 3.4 x 1013 cm~3,Bro =
1.3T, viewing angle = 57° with respect to the toroidal direction, (b) Second har-
monic emission along ray path at 80 GHz given a fast electron energy distribution
which is constant with radius with a density of 2 x 1010 cm"3, a plateau to a high
parallel energy cutoff of 100 keV and a perpendiculartemperature of 30 keV.
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Figure 3: Solid lines illustrate the change in the resonance curve due to a change
in the ratio m^£- at a constant n\\. The dotted line illustrates the change in the res-
onance curve due to a change in the viewing angle (n\\).

produces a change in the resonant parallel energies. An experiment in which both of these

parameters are varied can most effectively determine the energy parameters of the distri-

bution function.

The relation between the emission observed in such an experiment and the elec-

tron distribution function is shown in the following paragraphs. Once such a relation is

established, moments of the distribution function can be determined from the observed

emission. The total single pass emission observed along a ray path may be written8

f l
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where n2 is the ray refractive index, fim is the local emissivity in the mth harmonic, rm

is the optical depth (rm = fs am(x) dx, where am is the local absorption in the mth har-

monic), and the sum is over harmonics. Local properties of the ray are found by a ray tra-

cing code.9 In cases where refractive effects are important, dielectric effects are not negli-

gible, and a form of the emission and absorption coefficients must be used which includes

such effects. The fully relativistic emission coefficient at a given spatial location has been

derived from the linearized Klimontovich-Maxwell equations by Freund and Wu.10 Us-

ing the resonance condition to reduce the problem to a one dimensional integral along the

resonance curve, this emission coefficient may be written

(4)
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where ne is the electron density, n is the total index of refraction, Ym = 2S^fi£, g j s the

electric field of the wave, Ar is the real part of the determinant of the dispersion tensor,



TrA is the trace of the transpose of the cofactor matrix of the dispersion tensor, / (u ) is

the momentum distribution function, Jm is the roth order Bessel function, b = k±pL =

u± = [n\\Ym ± Jnl — 1 + Y£]/(l — nV) are the resonant values for uj_ = 0,

and UXR is defined by the resonance curve u\R = (n\\u\\ + Ym)2 — 1 — ujj. The integrand

is only defined under the condition given by Eqn. 2. Here the equation derived by Freund

and Wu for an isotropic plasma is multiplied by the factor dClk/dtts = rf cos £/n2,8>n

where dttk is the element of solid angle around the wave vector, dCls is the element of solid

angle around the group velocity vector, and £ is the angle between the group velocity and

the wave vector k. This factor represents changes in the energy flux due to the anisotropy

of the plasma. The local polarization of the wave is found from the local solution of the

dispersion relation along the ray. It has also been assumed that the derivative of the Bessel

function may be written: J'm{b) ~ y Jm(b), i.e. fJm(b) » Jm+i(b). Figure 3 gives an

example of the resonance curves in energy space along which the integral is performed.

The elements of the plasma dispersion tensor for a hot plasma can be calculated, assuming

the background plasma is maxwellian, using the plasma dispersion function Z{C,m), where

£m = (a; - mVLce)lk\\vth, following Stix.12

The absorption is found from the emissivity by the transformation8'13

8TT 3 C 2
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Equations 5 and 6 are valid for all plasma regimes. In many cases the background

plasma, which determines the dispersive properties of the medium, can be assumed to be

cold, in which case the Altar-Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation12 can be used, and the

emission and absorption coefficients can be reduced following Freund and Wu.10 The cold

plasma approximation is valid when k^PLth <^ 1 andk\\vth <C |w — mfice|, away from the

thermal cyclotron layer. Note kj_PL ^ 1 for the emitting electrons has not been assumed

. The emitting electrons may be either thermal or a superthermal population. For a cold



background plasma we find
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where

and

87r3nee
2 cos £ (p + sin2

(8)

The top sign refers to the O-mode and the bottom sign to the X-mode.

X and O-mode emission strictly refer to waves which propagate perpendicular to the

magnetic field and are linearly polarized. For propagation at an oblique angle to the mag-

netic field the same terms will be used here to refer to waves which follow from the same

branch of the dispersion relation. At an oblique angle, both X and O-mode emission are

elliptically polarized and thus both could be observed by a linearly polarized antenna. For

the wave electric field vector defined with the ^-direction along the magnetic field and the

rc-direction in the radial direction, a horizontal polarization is defined for oblique propaga-

tion: EH = Ez sin 0 — Ex cos 0, where $ is the angle of observation with respect to the

toroidal field. The ellipticity of a wave propagating at 57° with respect to the magnetic

field is then found to be \Ey/EH\2 = 1.67 for the X-mode and \Ey/EH\2 = .6 for the

O-mode. In general, the total power emitted into O-mode is lower than that into X-mode.

Calculations of observed power for a linearly polarized antenna show that for observation

at a 57° angle, with the observed electric field oriented in the vertical direction, \Ey\
2, the

emission is predominantly in X-mode; less than 15% of the observed power is contributed

by the O-mode.

In certain cases some harmonic overlap may occur. That is, third harmonic downshif-

ted emission may also be observed from electron distribution functions which have a sig-

nificant number of particles at high energies, particularly high perpendicular energies. For

this reason, all calculations of emission will include the third harmonic contribution.



III. Experimental Setup

The experiment described here was carried out on the PBX-M tokamak. As cope ~ £lce

under normal operating conditions on PBX-M, the method of refracting the observation

rays from the right-hand cutoff was chosen to set the inner radial limit on the observed

emission. This experiment was designed for a range of plasma parameters neo = 3.0 —

3.7 x 1013 cm"3 and BTo = 1.2 - 1.35 Tesla. A viewing angle of 33° with respect to the

radial direction was chosen to optimize the radial localization of emission and the range

of electron energies observed. Figure 1 illustrates the radial localization of electron cyclo-

tron emission in the range 60 - 90 GHz under these conditions. A superheterodyne ra-

diometer14'15 was built to detect emission in this frequency range in either a swept or single

frequency mode. The emission was received through a microwave antenna with a linearly

polarized, corrugated scalar feed horn and a spot focused Gaussian lens in its 6 inch dia-

meter aperture. The Gaussian beam was focused 35 inches in front of the aperture with

a spot size of 1.1 inches at 75 GHz. The -3 dB full beamwidth was found to be 2° at the

focus for 60 GHz, and will be smaller for higher frequencies. The -10 dB point of the full

beamwidth was found to be 6 - 7 cm along most of its path length through the plasma for

60 GHz.

For radial localization, it is important that the observed emission can be assumed to

originate from a single pass through the plasma. In order to reduce wall reflections, mi-

crowave viewing dumps made of a Silicon Carbide (SiC) based ceramic were installed

along both the inner and outer walls of the vacuum chamber to provide coverage to at least

the -10 dB point of the viewing beam. Pyramids one inch in depth with an opening of 45°

were machined into the surface in order to increase microwave absorption by the viewing

dumps. Reflection from these dumps was measured in the lab compared to the reflection

from a metal plate. The dumps were found to reduce reflection by at least -15 dB, as com-

pared to the metal plate, for radiation incident at 45° and up to -30 dB for perpendicularly

incident radiation. The arrangement of the viewing dumps and the microwave antenna in

PBX-M is shown in Fig. 4.

To test the effectiveness of the viewing dumps, thermal emission from ohmic discharges

with high and low density were compared. For the high density case, the plasma dens-

ity and magnetic field were the same as those shown in Fig. 1. Second harmonic thermal

emission above 65 GHz is cut off under these conditions, and it is expected that no first

pass emission should be observed. Perpendicular thermal emission at these frequencies,

however, is not cut off. This difference is due to the dependence of the cutoff frequency

on n\\, shown in Eqn. 3. If the dumps are not working or the antenna is not viewing them,
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Figure 4: Toroidal view of PBX-M showing the arrangement of the microwave an-
tenna and the SiC viewing dumps for the Oblique Electron Cyclotron Emission dia-
gnostic.
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Figure 5: Lower line shows measured emission from a high density ohmic plasma
for which the thermal emission is cut off, neo = 3. x io13cm-3, Teo = TOOeV, BT0 =
1.3T. The upper line shows the thermal emission from a low density plasma where
the thermal layer can be observed, neo = 1. x io13cm-3, Teo = 900eF, BTo = 1ST.
The low level of emission in the high density case demonstrates that the viewing
dumps are effective.

this perpendicular emission could easily be reflected back into the ray path. The lower line

in Fig. 5 shows the measured emission under these high density conditions. This case was
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Figure 6: Typical temperature and density profiles for the shots used in this ana-
lysis. PBX-M shots 312021 - 312060.

compared with a low density ohmic discharge in which the thermal layer is not cutoff at

the set observation angle. Emission under these conditions is shown in the upper line in

Fig. 5. Since very little emission is observed under the high density conditions (approx-

imately 10% of that observed under low density conditions), it is concluded that the ray

path is bending as expected and the antenna is viewing the outer dumps under high density

conditions.

IV. Measurements & Analysis

A series of measurements taken by the Oblique Electron Cyclotron Emission diagnostic

will be analyzed here to determine moments of the electron distribution function as a func-

tion of radius and time. The parameters of the background plasma during these shots were

neo = 3.2 - 3.6 x 1013 cm"3, Te0 = 725 - 775eV, BTo = 1.2 - 1.35T, and a plasma current

of 180 kAmps, Typical background temperature and density profiles are shown in Fig. 6.

Lower Hybrid power was launched into these plasmas with a phasing of —82° and power

of 200 kW. This phasing corresponds to a peak in the launched n|| spectrum at 1.8. The

current driven by Lower Hybrid waves provides only a small fraction of the total plasma

current under these conditions (20 - 50 kAmps), and is well peaked off axis, as verified by

Hard X-Ray measurements.

Small changes in both the thermal electron density and the toroidal magnetic field were

used to control the location of the emission in both physical space and energy space. Meas-

urements taken both at different magnetic fields and at different frequencies change the

ratio m^L in the resonance condition (Eqn. 1). In this way the energy of the resonant elec-

11



trons can be varied to improve the measurement's resolution of the electron distribution's

energy parameters.

Because the observed emission is dependent on both the energy distribution and the

density of the superthermal electrons, the energy distribution and its radial variation must

be found before the radial profile of the superthermal density can be determined. As the

emission is linearly related to the density, this density dependence can be easily eliminated

by using ratios of measurements taken at the same radial location. Thus, we start by finding

the energy distribution.

The emission can be expressed using, for example, Eqns. 4 and 7. Assuming all terms

due to local plasma parameters are known, this emission depends only on the electron dis-

tribution function. The ratio of emission measured at two frequencies originating in the

same spatial region then depends only on the energy distribution function. Thus in prin-

ciple, the measurement of two such ratios gives a unique solution for an energy distribution

which is modeled in terms of two parameters. However, measurements made close to each

other in frequency space lie close to each other in solution space. Given the limited num-

ber of measurements able to be made during this experiment (measurements at one angle

only), and given experimental uncertainties in the measurements, recovering the unique

solution becomes impossible in this case.

A solution for the energy distribution is found with the help of Bayes' Theorem which

takes into account the known uncertainties in the measurements and allows the calculation

of the most probable solution and its uncertainty. Bayes' Theorem states

(9,
P(D) '

where P ( D | 0 ) is the conditional probability distribution of the observed data D given a

model with parameters 0 and some uncertainty in the measurement, P ( 0 ) represents the

prior distribution of 0 (i.e. what is known about 0 before any measurements are taken),

and P(D) is the total probability of the measurement D:

P(D)= f P(D\&)P(@)d@.

If H ( 0 ) represents the model for the observed data given parameters ©, and the errors in

the measurements are assumed to be distributed according to a Gaussian distribution, then

i e-i(D-H(0))*V-i(D-H(0))

with V the covariance matrix of H, and both 0 and D have length k. In practice, V is

taken to be the covariance matrix of the measurements D to include experimental uncer-
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tainties. In the present case, H is the model for the emission, given for example by Eqn. 4,

and is dependent on the parameters © of the energy distribution.

The information available from the measurements made here is not enough to determ-

ine an arbitrary distribution function; the determination of a distribution of arbitrary form

would require many more measurements. Thus an appropriate model for the distribution

under Lower Hybrid Current Drive is chosen and the moments of that model are determ-

ined. The model energy distribution function which was chosen is defined in terms of a

parallel distribution and a perpendicular temperature, where the perpendicular distribution

is assumed to be Maxwellian:

where

and
/•CO

f[\(u\br)= f{u{\,ux,r)2iruLdux. (12)
JO

For a model of the parallel distribution during Lower Hybrid Current Drive, a flat plateau

distribution is chosen with a small percentage of the superthermal electron density "past

the end" of the plateau. The parameters of the model are E\\max, which defines the end of

the flat plateau region, and Txo> which defines the perpendicular temperature in the plateau

region. In the plateau region

) =Tlo 0 < E\\ < E]]max(r). (13)

For parallel energies higher than E\\max, the distribution is chosen to be

r) oc e-^^HWM) £„ > E\]max(r) (14)

m / r , , \ rp (. R (E\\ ~ E\\max(r) - 7 0 ) \
T±{E\\,r) = Txo I 1-6 ^ ^ I E\\ > E\lmax{r). (15)

This shape of the distribution function given in Eqns. 14 and 15 was chosen to be similar

to the distributions found by Fokker-Planck code predictions16 under similar PBX-M con-

ditions. It was found that the solution in energy space for the parameters of the observed

distribution function was insensitive to the exact form of the distribution for parallel ener-

gies higher than E\\maa;.

Also included in the model of the emission is a Gaussian spread in n\\ in order to ap-

proximate a Gaussian beam in the plasma. This distribution is given by

(3m(u,s) = -jL- r e->ii-*»°>2/2'2 (3m(n\bu>,s) *»„, (16)
v ITT a J-oo
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where n^o is that along the central ray and the standard deviation is a — .01. It was-found

that such a spread in n\\ does not change the solution for the energy distribution function,

however it does slightly broaden the error bars.

Bayes' Theorem allows the inclusion of any prior knowledge about the solution space

through the distribution P ( 0 ) in Eqn. 9. In this case, the prior knowledge is taken to be

that the maximum energy in the plateau of the energy distribution cannot exceed the energy

of the electrons on which the launched n\\ would damp. Thus the distribution P ( 0 ) is zero

for negative energies, constant from zero to the maximum energy allowed in the plateau,

in this case 100 keV, and drops off exponentially above the energy defined by the launched

n\\ in the same manner as the parallel distribution function defined by Eqn. 14. This prior

distribution is not used in radial regions assumed to be outside the Lower Hybrid damping

region.

For the limited number of frequencies and angles measured, three radial regions of

emission are defined: rout : r > 22cm, rma : 16 cm < r < 22cm, and r,-n : r < 16cm

(where the total minor radius a = 30cm). When only second harmonic emission is ob-

served, emission in frequencies lower than 69 GHz originates in the outer radial region,

frequencies 76 - 79 GHz originate in the middle region, and frequencies above 83 GHz

originate in the inner radial region. Assuming that the energy distribution is constant in

each region, energy parameters of the distribution are determined in each region. Meas-

urements of the emission at three frequencies which are 1.5 GHz apart are used in each

region. The ratios of the emission measured at different frequencies are taken to eliminate

the density dependence. The model H for this ratio of emission measurements is given

by using Eqn. 7 in Eqn. 4, where flm is dependent on the parameters 0 = [-E||maa;) T±o]

and rm <C 1. The two ratios thus measured (D) and the model for these ratios are used

with Bayes' Theorem to find the moments of the energy distribution in each radial region.

Where possible, the two ratios are taken at different magnetic fields to increase the energy

resolution. An example of the solution for the two moments of the energy distribution,

E\\max and Tj.0» in the middle radial region is shown in Fig. 7. The solution is the max-

imum of the distribution P ( 0 | D ) . Error bars on this solution can be defined at the 1 a

level, given by the .67 confidence level. The full solutions for the moments of the energy

distribution as a function of radius and as a function of time before and after the Lower

Hybrid power was turned off, are shown in Table 1.

The most notable characteristic of the solution for the energy distribution and its time

evolution is in the inner radial region, which covers the inside half of the plasma. The

perpendicular temperature in this region increases with time after the Lower Hybrid power

is turned off. This increase can be attributed to the relaxation of the distribution function

14
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Figure 7: Confidence levels given by P(©|D) found from Eqn. 9 (where © =
[jB||mo*,2jLo]) for middle radial region while the Lower Hybrid power is on, time =
417 in Table 1. The most probable solution is the maximum of the distribution,
marked by +.

II T H e 1

|| J-J-o II J^\\max

time
417
423
429
435

Tin

49
49
67
67

Tmid

59
53
55
55

Tout

6
1
5
5

Tin

98
98
100
100

rmid

100
100
100
100

Tout

122
136
164
164

Table 1: Solution for moments of the energy distribution as a function of radius
and time given by the maximum of P(©|D) in Eqn. 9. The Lower Hybrid power
is turned off at 420. Times are given in ms and energies in keV.

due to pitch angle scattering. In the absence of an electric field, the collisional evolution

of the average pitch angle is expected to occur on a time scale faster than the collisional

slowing down of the velocity by a factor of (1 + Ze/f).
17 Although an electric field is

present in this case, a similar effect can be expected. An increase in the perpendicular

temperature of the distribution function, on a similar time scale, has also been observed on

Tore Supra after the Lower Hybrid power is turned off.1S The energy distribution measured

here is also in agreement with Hard X-Ray measurements of the energy distribution on

PBX-M which have determined the parallel energy of the distribution to be between 100 -

150 keV under very similar conditions.19

After the energy distribution is found in each region, the absolute density profile is

found from the absolute intensity of the measured emission. Six emission intensities (3 fre-
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Figure 8: Radial profile of the superthermal density measured by the Oblique ECE
system. The dotted lines show the time evolution of the density profile after the
Lower Hybrid power is turned off at 420 ms.

quencies x 2 magnetic fields) were taken in each radial region and all of these measure-

ments were used to find the density profile. The slope of the density profile was fitted in

the middle and inner regions, using the absolute measurement found in the outer region.

The location of the change in slope of the density profile is taken to be at r = 15cm be-

cause this is the radial location at which the peak in the Hard X-Ray emissivity occurs.

This is the only piece of information which is obtained from the Hard X-Ray data in this

analysis. The density profiles obtained in this manner are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that

the time evolution of the measured profile exhibits radial diffusion of the fast electrons,

as the peak of the distribution moves from off axis during Lower Hybrid Current Drive to

on axis 15 ms after the Lower Hybrid power is turned off. A comparison of the measured

density profile with the Hard X-Ray emissivity profile is shown in Fig. 9. The inversion

of the 2 D Hard X-Ray camera image is performed in the midplane only and removes the

geometry effects of the view.20 The superthermal density profile measured by the Oblique

ECE system is in very good agreement with the Hard X-Ray emissivity profile.
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Figure 9: Solid line shows the normalized inverted Hard X-ray emissivity profile on
the outer midplane while the Lower Hybrid power is on. Dotted line shows the
normalized density profile measured by Oblique ECE at the same time.

V. Conclusions & Extensions

A new and unique diagnostic has been proposed,- developed, and operated on the PBX-

M tokamak and has demonstrated that an oblique view of Electron Cyclotron Emission

upshifted from a harmonic of the thermal cyclotron resonance in the horizontal midplane

imposes radial localization on the observed emission. Radially localized emission from

superthermal electrons has been obtained for the first time, allowing radially localized mo-

ments of the superthermal electron distribution to be made. This includes the first absolute

measurement of the superthermal density profile. The observed time evolution of these

measurements shows the collisional isotropization of the energy distribution and radial dif-

fusion of the spatial profile after the Lower Hybrid power is turned off.

Further application of this new technique would be greatly enhanced by the ability to

make measurements at more than one observation angle. In the discussion surrounding

Fig. 3, it has been demonstrated that changes in the observation angle would significantly

improve the resolution in parallel energy of the measurement. Two methods of setting the

inner radial limit on the emission have been outlined so that this technique can be applied

to tokamak scenarios in which the right-hand cutoff is not near the second harmonic res-

onance as well as to cases where the second harmonic resonance is cutoff, as on PBX-M.

This new measurement can thus have application to a wide range of experiments planned

to achieve current profile control in advanced tokamak operating regimes and will contrib-

ute to a better understanding of the dynamics of superthermal electrons.
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